My name is Michael Rose. I’m a junior and my major is chemistry and my minor is physics and computer science.

I came to Fayetteville State because of the vast scholarship opportunities and the advanced chemistry and physics department. Dr. Autry, Dr. Maddox and Dr. ___ have been especially helpful.

My favorite part of Fayetteville State is probably the environment here. Just how the instructors are focused on learning and getting students to learn the subjects instead of just going for tests and scores.

I guess the story that I would like to share is just how focused the instructors are on the students. How especially my mentor, Dr. M___ has gone beyond his expectations that has really shaped the way that I want to go for the future.

I’m proud to be a bronco because of the environment here. Because of how focused the students can be and how the instructors really want the students to grow.